
 

  

   

 

The K8 and K10 were designed for the kind of rite shooting

that requires extreme acCuracy一for long tange vartmint shooting,

competitive target shooting, rest and test shooting.、They are 45

sturdy as hunting scopes and are securely attached to the rite wilth

solid, rigid mounts. Elevatlon and windage adjustments are quar-

ter minute click,positive and exact, guaranteed accurate and de-

Pendable. The objective lens is adjustable with a focusing scale

that can be set fort any range from 50 feet to 1000 yards. Long

eye relief eliminates any Crowded feeling when aliming and es-

Peclally adapts these 8 and 10 power scopes to blg bore as well

as small bore match shooting.
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Lenses are large and all of them are hard coated、 The resolving

power of the large,34 mm.,objective lens shows wondertul

detail in the target with needle sharp defniltion and sPparkiing

clearness. Under normal conditions of mlrage and light, it is easy

to spot .22 caliber bullet holes at 100 yards. IHumination ls ex-

cellent. These high power scopes can be used in surPrisingly dim

Lght.

ADJUSTMENTS

The micrometer click adjustments are sclentifcally designed to

give positive and exact sight Changes with absolutely no Play or

lost motion. Sight changes are made by moying the reticule wlth-

in the scope tube. This movement is controlled by mlicrometer

screws and spring tension, using a Principle similar to that

ployed in target scope rear mounts. However, in the K8 and

K10,the parts are all enclosed and protected for maximum

dependability and strength. Change of a single,“click“ln any

direction,up,down,fright,or left,will glve a corresponding

and defnite change of 14“ on the target. (Each click changes

sight adjustment 14“ at 100 yards, y2“7 at 200 yards, etc.) Wind-

age and elevation movements are entirely independent, Adjust-

ment knobs are equipped with graduated dlals which can be set

at zero after sighting in. Graduations on the dial represent min-

utes of angle, one inch at 100 yards, with four 4 minute clicks

to each graduation. Readings can be recorded for diferent Ianges,

diferent loads,or diferent ritHes,、The adjustments can be set

at any point or returned to zero with assurance that the setting

is fully dependable and exact.
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RANGE FOCUS

The K8 and K10 have a range focus adjustment as in target

scopes. Range focusing becomes important as power ls increased,

just as focusing ls important in cameras having long focal length

lenses. In the camera, the lens ls mowved ftorward or back to bring

the image into focus on the negatlve. In the scope,the lens ls

moved forward or back to bring the target Image into focus on

the crosshalts. Range ftocusing is done at the front end of the

scope and ls graduated for Langes from 50 feet to 1000 yards.

For hunting, the focus scale can be set at some range where
most of the shots w山 be taken, then the scope will be well in

focus tor all practical dlstances. For targets or a fxed range, the

SCale ls set at the correct yardage. Range focus ls accomplished

by moving the objectlve Iens but the lens ls pzot fotdted and the

Polnt of impact will not shitt when Changing focus.

DEFEPEKMNDABILITY

Micrometer click adjustments and large, adjustable objectlve lens

are two features usually found only in target scopes.、Besides

these teatures, the K8 and K10 have the sturdiness and depend-

abllity of hunting scopes. Thelr adjustments are fully protected

. . . They are more compact and hghter in welght than the

usual 8 ot 10 power scope . . . They can be attached to the rite

as rigldly and solidIy as any hunting scope . . . They are buit to

take the pounding of high power rites and rough treatment of

hunting trips. When ftted with Weaver-Detachable Top Mounts,

the bullt-in dependablHlity of the K8 and K10 is fully realized,

at the same time the rite lis equipped for fnest Precision shoot-

Ing at long range varmints,at 100 yard small bore targets,at

600 or 1000 yard big bore ranges:.
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Dependable quarter-minute, micrometer click adjustments.

 

Large objective lens (34 mm. dia.) with graduated range focus adjustment.

Long eye relief for safe use on high power ritcs:.

Internal adjustments allow rigid and solld mounting.

Sturdy and dependable to wilthstand recoll and tough usSe.

Light welight, one piece steel tube.

Fully corrected 9 element optical system,sharP, Cclear, brilliant.
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The rear ring is graduated for The illustratiton shows the Seal-
ranges of 50 feet to 1000 yards, Lock Turret with protective cap
the front ring locks the adjust- remowed from the windage sCLew.

Each click will change sight ad-
justment 坂“ at 100 yards.、Ad-
justments are aCCurate. If a bullet
group has formed, say 1“「 low and

ment. Lens movegment is stralght-
lMne,non-rotating,and willl not
change the point of impact of the
bullets. For hunting,the adjust- 11 “ left at one hundred yards,《4
ment is set at some intermediate clicks up and 5 clicks right will
tange so the scope ls always well put the group in the center of the
in focus for all practical distances bull. Dials can be set at zero aftef
and no adjustment is necessaty in sighting-1n. Readings can be taken
the feld,For target shooting or for ditferent ranges, ditferent

loads, or diterent rihes. Depend-
ablility and acCuracy oft adjust-
ments are guaranteed.

shooting at a defnite distance, the
focus is set at the Ccorrect range.
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Made ot metalllc gray plastlc; ht snugly over ends

of scope. Transparent windows permit emergency useCrosshair reticules,usually selected by experienced - f
of scope without removing Caps. Price $2.00.

rifemen for all kinds of shooting, are standard. Dot

and Range-Finder reticules avallable at extta Cost. P R 1 C E s
- Model K8 Scope $59.50

Range-Finder Reticule, extra 5.00 Model K10 Scope 59.50

Dot Reticule, exttra 大 心痛 Weaver-Detachable Mount 9.75
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